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Writing on the history of the body has tended to consider extreme cases. 

In 'normal' states we live inside our bodies without thinking about them 

too much, other than attending to needs and desires which can be 

satisfied (more or less) within the social and cultural context where we 

find ourselves. Confronted with extremity in the past, with violence, 

exclusion for bodily reasons, deprivation or marked anomaly, we are 

forced to theorise about how such things can happen, what social or 

cultural conditions — and this must include a consideration of our own 

culture — allow humans on the one hand to admit the exceptional as an 

acceptable variation; or, conversely, to see it as inadmissable 

monstrosity. It is these encounters between the body and the historical 

moment of a society that light up culture and reflect light back on the 

condition of the body itself. 

Perhaps this is one reason why (in Terry Eagleton's words) 'at least 

one mutilated body' seems to feature in most discussions of historical 

corporality. In the book under review there are from dozens to 

thousands, and the concentration of our attention has interesting 

results. While the castrated male person is placed outside certain 

definitions of 'normality', he can still be viewed in more than one way: 

perhaps as the victim of a traumatic act of exclusion, even if, and we do 

come across allusions to such cases, this act has been perpetrated by 

himself. Or, in societies which have normalised the act to a certain 

extent, he may be seen rather as a certain kind of acceptable or 

deplorable human being — a singer, say, or a slave or a heretic, whose 

life's great interruption is less important than the social identity with 

which he now circulates. 
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The editor of Castration and Culture, Larissa Tracy, has dealt in 

medieval inflictions, or accounts of the infliction, of bodily harm through 

several books and articles about violence: on martyrdom, on saints' lives, 

on torture; and she has co-edited a volume on decapitation. This book 

assembles essays by many hands on aspects of castration in the classical 

and biblical as well as medieval contexts; the presence of an essay on 

Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra tests the boundary of the 'Middle 

Ages', but effectively makes the case for a real change in sensibility at the 

period’s end.  

The collection draws on many disciplines, opening with a discussion, 

by Kathryn Reusch, of archaeological evidence on authenticated skeletal 

remains of castrated men. These mainly date from the late nineteenth or 

early twentieth century, and are either members of a self-castrating 

Russian sect called Skoptsy, or eunuchs of the Ottoman empire. The 

details are interesting, but there is a rather disappointing lack of 

discussion of the degree of potential, and the difficulties, of applying 

such evidence to a much earlier period and a range of very different 

societies. The reader does gather, from the fact that such evidence exists, 

that it might at some stage be possible to make the connection work. 

A well-focused essay on the Judaic and early Christian approach to 

(and, but for different reasons, condemnation of) castration, by Jack 

Harris, contrasts with a less satisfying account of 'the aesthetics of 

castration' by Shaun Tougher. While Tougher provides a valuable 

analysis of poems by Statius, Martial and Catullus on Roman youths 

who may or may not have been actual eunuchs, he seems to me to be 

missing important questions of how poetic convention which associates 

emperors with gods (specifically Domitian with Jupiter, so that his boyish 

Greek cupbearer Earinus automatically is aligned with Ganymede) 

coexists with other, perhaps more egalitarian, genres favoured by the 

satirists, where the eunuch is the object of harsh mockery. 
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The eunuch in the classical world appears to have been definitively 

deprived of his male identity. The medieval victim of castrating violence 

may retain his position in society; the feminised transsexual in our day 

expresses a subjective choice, a working out of an inner conviction as to 

the 'true' sex in defiance of anatomy. The classical eunuch does not 

feature as subject, does not speak, he is spoken about, and he is looked 

at: his smooth hairless cheeks or exotic costume (as in the case of the 

self-castrated devotees of Cybele, the Galli) make his condition visible. 

But whether admired or mocked, he has a recognisable social role. 

When we move on, from this rich and relevant inheritance from 

classics and Bible, to the Middle Ages, we are confronted by a vast area 

in which numerous civilisations follow different temporal trajectories, 

influencing and intersecting with each other in a variety of ways. 

Castration manifests as violence, mirrors disorder in society, and 

perhaps relates to an aesthetic preoccupied with suffering. Chronology 

has not prevented the placing of a discussion by Tracy herself of 

'Castration in the South English Legendary', a late-thirteenth-century 

collection, before essays on earlier Frisian, Welsh, Irish and Norse 

subjects. But this is not the oddest feature of the essay – which is 

focused on martyrdom and suffering, and does refer to other discussions, 

by the same author and others, of the survival of various Anglo-Saxon 

elements and attitudes in the Legendary. What emerges, though it is not 

very clearly stated ('male saints are rarely (if ever) castrated' is how she 

puzzlingly puts it), is that there is no castration in the Legendary apart 

from a couple of (briefly discussed) saints' miracles which reverse the 

castration of others, and that this disappointing fact has to be explained 

away by reference to the more gender-specific sufferings of female 

martyrs. There is a suggestion that castration is analogous to rape — but 

then female martyrs, though threatened, are generally not in fact 

sexually violated.  
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Such large evidential absences make the relevance of martyrdom to 

the main theme questionable. We must presume that the very 

prominence of violence and suffering in so many martyrs' vitae has led to 

a search for a theoretical account of a connection between this most 

intimate mutilation and the imagining of martyrdom; and perhaps that 

the development of thinking about gender has suggested a need to weigh 

the differences between male and female forms of suffering, and the ways 

these are displayed. Beth Crachiolo's article, 'Female and Male Martyrs', 

is referred to, with its conclusion that 'there is no spectacle of torture for 

male saints, only female ones'. It appears to me that medieval depictions 

of St Sebastian or St Elmo — not to mention the Wounds of Christ — 

invite our gaze in ways not so different from the imagery of female 

sufferers.  

Some of the statements in this essay are at odds with the texts 

referred to; for example, the assertion that male martyrs are killed in 

painful ways but not tried by torture beforehand is negated by the 

Legendary’s ‘Life of St Edmund’. Crachiolo’s stress on the importance of 

bodily integrity, thus of virginity, 'the fantasy of the intact hymen', or 

(possibly parallel) entire masculinity, raises interesting questions, but the 

discussion might be improved by a stronger sense of genre. Virgin 

martyrs, like heroines of romance, are miraculously enabled to preserve 

their virginity. However the Golden Legend also happily praises women 

who were married or widowed — admittedly fewer of these made it to 

sainthood. And the stress on integrity is countered by what Caroline 

Bynum has called the fragmentation of the holy body. Bynum wrote 

about relics, reliquaries and martyrdoms; medieval devotees applied the 

virtues of saints to different areas of their own bodies too. And where 

might one fit in Sir Thomas More's comic account of the cult of St Valery 

in Picardy, a saint who specialised in genito-urinary complaints and 
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whose offerings of candles were measured by reference to the afflicted 

part?  

Tracy's essay also treats historical instances of castration, the 

savagery of Norse invaders of England and of Norman rulers, and the 

well-known fate and complaints of Peter Abelard. In support of the thesis 

that castration as legal punishment, introduced to England by the 

Normans, was perceived as a cruel imposition, she instances the 

gruesome gift of the severed head and testicles of the defeated leader of 

the Barons' rebellion, Simon de Monfort, to the wife of Roger Mortimer 

after the battle of Evesham in 1265 as 'a particular mark of this 

perceived "Norman" brutality'. The illustration from the Cronica Maiorum 

reproduced by Monfort's biographer shows his body as still more 

fragmented, his hands and feet having been chopped off as well as his 

private parts. Castration may, according to Froissart, have also been part 

of the programme of the execution of Hugh Despenser in 1326. The full 

treatment which came to be known as hanging, drawing and quartering, 

and which was only abolished in the nineteenth century, involved the 

dispersion of the victim's body parts to widely separated places, so that 

he completely lost identity. It was the revenge of a centralised state 

personified in the king, for the crimes which were aimed specifically at 

royal power. If the Normans introduced it, it seems that their successors 

continued to find it useful. 

Contrasted with full-blown rituals of punishment are single, 

sometimes unexplained, attacks, and both manifestations are well 

evidenced over a range of societies. Rolf H. Bremmer Jr explores the 

complex form as found in Frisian law. In an account of the Lex Frisionum 

as reported to Charlemagne, a sacrilegious person was castrated, had his 

ears cut off and was killed at the low-tide mark. A feature we will hear 

more of is the happy thought of giving a convicted person a choice: the 

offer of taking his pick between castration, burning or being buried alive 
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features in a thirteenth-century code. Bremmer's essay then moves on to 

examine the injuries envisaged in registers of compensation, which could 

happen more casually in a brawl or a private fight. Payment shows how 

body parts were valued, so the loss of one testicle is recompensed at six 

or five-and-a-half pounds, depending on whether the right or left one has 

been cut off. Another tariff prescribes a payment if a man has been made 

infertile: nine marks for the nine children he might have begotten. 

Analogous payments were made to women for sexual assaults up to and 

including injury disabling the woman from sex with her husband or 

making her incontinent. 

Charlene M. Eska also mines legal sources which deal with 

compensation — which as is well known is an important feature of Irish 

law up to the sixteenth century; Edmund Spenser's shocked disapproval 

shows the gap between this once-widespread system and the fully-

fledged punitive regime of contemporary England. In Wales (and in pre-

Norman England) injury is often compensatable, and as in Frisia the 

tariffs can reveal how society regarded, for example, the injury done by 

rape of a virgin as contrasted with a married woman. Not that retaliatory 

violence is absent; in Wales castration could be the punishment for rape 

if the man could not pay the fine, and Eska quotes Sarah Elin Roberts's 

suggestion that this may be due to English influence. In practice the 

punishment was rarely carried out in England but it remained a threat in 

English law.  

In Ireland castration features occasionally, less as a hazard of major 

or minor combat than as a way of settling scores within the fine, the kin 

group, without violating the taboo against slaying one's kin. Katharine 

Simms has noted that the annals sometimes bowdlerise what may be 

references to castration as 'maiming' (as do their English translators). A 

reference by Eska to the Irish having '[l]ike the Welsh ... borrowed the 

practice' from the Norman invaders introduces the story of the feud 
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between the Barretts and the Lynotts in Tír Amhalgaidh which tells how 

the Lynotts were given the choice between castration and blinding in 

revenge for the killing of the Barrett's steward. However, Mac Firbisigh 

and other native historians make it clear that the two families were very 

recent Welsh colonists in the north-west of Irelad — as does the once-

famous poem by Samuel Ferguson, 'The Welshmen of Tyrawley'. 

National difference is again strikingly visible in the essays by Anthony 

Adams and Mary A. Valante respectively, on an incident in an Icelandic 

feud described in the Sturlunga Saga whose ferocity is indoor, up-close 

and intimate, and on the international Viking trade in slaves who were 

likely to have been captured in raids on monasteries — sources of young, 

literate males – castrated in Venice, and sold on to the imperial court at 

Byzantium and still further away in the caliphate. While Muslim rulers, 

like the Papacy later, had an ambiguous relation with the practice — only 

non-Muslims could be castrated under the Umayyad Caliphs — their 

social organisation created a huge demand. Eunuchs in tenth-century 

Cordoba included Franks, Slavs, Galicians, Lombards and others. 

Valante concludes that 'the only way to explain the massive drive for 

captives' by Viking raiders 'is to understand the economics of the long-

distance slave trade of the Viking Age.' And 'only the Christian West was 

very much in the business of creating eunuchs on a large scale for 

export’. 

Law and history yield fascinating detail in all of these essays on 

particular cultures, but Valante's generalising on the international scene 

is welcome, and impressive. Jay Paul Gates sets out in his essay, 'The 

Fulmannod Society: Social Valuing of the (Male) Legal Subject', to bridge 

the gap between literary and non-literary genres as diverse as the more 

obscene Anglo-Saxon riddles, Alfred's translation of Boethius, and his 

Laws, and the Laws of Æthelberht. He puts forward the argument that 

these variously mirror a shift in emphasis, in Alfred's time, from 
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individuals within the kin-group and the family, where the ability to 

procreate relates to the status of the individual and the group he belongs 

to, and compensation for its loss must reflect this, to a national society 

where there are 'three independent non-hierarchical groups' and 

individuals within them owing loyalty principally to the king, and where 

compensation changes to a flat rate determined by the nature of the 

injury but not differentiated by the victim's class. In a collection such as 

this one it can be hard to argue for historical change rather than offering 

samples of particular, or of uncertain, date, but Gates makes a 

convincing case.  

Of these studies of strictly medieval castration, only Valante's even 

slightly considers the fate of the eunuch, the life after the trauma: the 

emphasis in the sources is on the event and its social and economic 

consequences as injury or insult. We might expect that literary 

treatments would dwell more on the idea of the male being 'feminised' 

whether literally or metaphorically, and this is the case in the study of 

Antony and Cleopatra by Karin Sellberg and Lena Wånggren. They show 

how in Shakespeare’s play the classical eunuch is reimagined and his 

pathos and dignity reasserted; earlier treatments of the gender-bending 

theme can be more brutal, but can also be idealised. Mary E. Leech 

discusses a fabliau where a count's symbolic mock-castration of his 

shrewish mother-in-law casts her husband as 'feminine' for not standing 

up to her himself. Jed Chandler is illuminating on the importance of 

male virginity in the Grail Knight Perceval, and its roots in the Christian 

valorisation of celibacy as an escape not just from sex but from the 

bonds of gender. The knight becomes 'an unhuman and unsexed emblem 

of human virtue incorporating the virtues traditionally associated with 

masculine and feminine', and approaches the state of an angel, depicted 

in Byzantine art in ways reminiscent of court eunuchs. 
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Ellen Lorraine Friedrich discovers a castration motif in the Roman de 

la Rose, in part on the basis of the ambiguous figure called Oiseuse, in 

part from the presence of a marginal drawing of a self-castrating beaver 

in one manuscript. While it seems the beaver's private parts are in fact 

invisible, and Friedrich thanks a biologist colleague for information on 

techniques of palpating a live beaver to find out its sex, it is just such an 

apparently remote and bizarre connection that reminds us that in 

literary study very little is irrelevant. Suggestive, repetitive, unsettling 

oddities like the mysterious 'congregation of groin wounds' in the 

Perceval story provide the wavering background to stories that are 

themselves unstable. Robert L.A. Clark looks at the theme of the eunuch 

as a monster who cannot be accommodated in any system, grammatical 

or philosophical, in the pseudo-Ovidian De Vetula. It is only in Friedrich's 

article however that we seem to approach something moderns might 

recognise as homosexual orientation, identification or desire. 

Its wide temporal and geographical range, its sheaf of disciplinary 

approaches, make Castration and Culture a valuable collection and one 

that achieves a notable coherence. The book is consciously continuous, 

though not all repetition has been disposed of — Matthew 19.12 is 

quoted several times; but, like the various discussions of Peter Abelard's 

case, such reiteration reflects the fact that coming from so many different 

points of view the contributors must sometimes revisit fundamental texts 

or classic instances. 

Literary treatments allow us to see how the figure of the eunuch, as 

imagined or as allegorised, speaks not only about the tensions of past 

societies. It makes us aware that the categories of gender are 

simultaneously essential to our functioning as social beings and 

meaningless to living individuals when they collide with personal 

convictions. A book like this offers us, as well as heaps of interesting 

facts, a reminder that more general truth can only be truly perceived and 
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appreciated through the obliquely viewed glass of the disciplines, 

whether archaeology, hagiography, history, literature or law. 
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